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Alternatively, a taxi directly to Amman may take less time, but it could get pricey, since the driver will also realize that
you do not have a lot of options. From the central bus station in Eilat, it will be easy to find a taxi to take you to the
border. Some travelers have experience long waiting times for the bus. If you are staying at a hotel or hostel and want to
avoid some hassle, you can ask them to arrange transportation for you. The most important thing to know before trying
to cross into Jordan via the King Hussein Bridge, and perhaps the biggest drawback, is that Jordan does not issue visas at
this border. Israel border tax must be paid in Shekels. The bus costs 5 JD and 1. Route runs east from Eilot interchange
at Highway 90 to the border crossing. It is an approximate 20 minutes walk from the bus stop to the terminal. Entry
stamp in a United States passport from the Wadi Araba crossing. In other projects Wikimedia Commons. Visas must be
obtained from the Jordanian embassy prior to crossing this border. Crossing into Jordan, there are three options. Hours
of operation Sun Thurs: Free parking, currency exchange, visas vehicle insurance and registration translation,
wheelchair-friendly, vending machines.Crossing from Israel to Jordan at the Arava Border Crossing (Itzhak Rabin
Crossing), just a few kilometers north of Eilat and Aqaba is a simple process but something which we receive a large
number of questions about, so we've prepared this guide to help you understand the process and feel at ease. You can
also obtain a visa upon arrival at Ammans Queen Alia International Airport or at any other border crossing (except the
King Hussein Bridge (Allenby Bridge) and the ferryboat from Egypt). There are three border crossings between Jordan
and Israel. Wadi Araba Crossing. Coordinates: 2934?30?N 3458?41?E? / ?N E? / ; The Wadi Araba Crossing also
known as the Yitzhak Rabin Crossing is an international border crossing between Aqaba, Jordan and Eilat, Israel.
Opened on August 8, , it is currently one of three entry/exit points between the ?Israeli terminal ?Transport to and from
?Jordanian terminal ?Aqaba Special. Hours, fees and tips for crossing the border between Israel and Jordan. There are
three border crossings between Israel and Jordan: the Yitzhak Rabin Terminal/Wadi Araba Crossing, the King Hussein
Bridge (Allenby) Terminal and the Jordan Border website: rubeninorchids.com Crossing points - general. All items.
Greater Haifa Port. Haifa Airport. Kishon port. Jordan River crossing point (Sheikh Hussein). Allenby Bridge. Ben
Gurion Airport. Herzliya Marina. Tel Aviv Marina. Dov Hoz Airport. Ashdod Port. Marina. Erez. Eilat Airport. Port of
Eilat. Taba border crossing point. Ovda Airport. Rabin (Arava). The consulate section at the Israeli Embassy in Amman
wishes you a nice trip to Israel. Jordanian Border Crossings with the West Bank and Israel. Page 1 of 8. JORDAN'S
BORDER CROSSINGS. WITH THE WEST BANK AND ISRAEL. DISCLAIMER: The U.S. Consulate General .
Website: Yitzhak Rabin-Arava border crossing homepage. . Israeli Airports Authority: tel. fax. Visas can be purchased
at the border if crossing at Jordan River Border Crossing, while they need to be pre-arranged for Wadi Araba Border
Crossing and for Please note that from January 1, crossing via the Arava Crossing is only possible for independent
travelers who have pre-arranged a visa in their country. Jan 1, - Go to one of the other two land crossings when trying to
enter Jordan from Israel see Beit She'an (Jordan River)/Sheikh Hussein crossing and Eilat/Aqaba (also called Wadi
Arava Border in Israel) crossing below. These crossings have visa on arrival and may be cheaper than even arriving at
the airport. Sep 5, - Had simply hoped to catch a early Egged oo Jerusalem to Eilat, hop across the border and be in
Wadi Rum Jordan @ a reasonable time. What am I You can obtain a visa at the Arava border for US$60(approximately)
plus exit fees from Israel. Crossing into Jordan through Arava Border Cross is easy.
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